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1. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND OVERVIEW
Advances in the fabrication technology of high speed optoelectronic integrated
circuits have increased the demand for laser diodes and drivers that can be easily
integrated and modulated well into the GHz range.Devices such as the High Electron
Mobility Transistor (HEMT) with its enhanced switching capability are potential drivers
for a laser diode of sufficient bandwidth. A major obstacle to the mutual integration of
these devicesisthat the HEMT isa planar transport device while the typical
heterostructure laser diode is a vertical transport device. One method of overcoming this
problem is to design the laser as a planar or lateral current injection device.
Designs incorporating lateral current injection through a transverse junction stripe
or TJS configuration were attempted by several groups [1]-[4] inthe early 1970s with the
primary goal of reducing the threshold current density.All of these designs relied on
sufficientlateralinjection of carriersintoa pn-homojunction toreachmaterial
transparency or threshold gain. The experimental results of heterojunctions during the late
1960s however, showed significant groups [5]-[7], realizing better success attempting the
same goal with the more conventional approach of vertical injection.The basic design
was called a double-heterostructure and it ultimately proved to bebetter at carrier and
optical confinement in the lateral direction and, consequently, received more attention as
design improvement and development of laser diodes moved into the 1980s.
Advancement in crystal growth techniques such as MBE and MOCVD made
possible the fabrication of devices with very thin epitaxial layers and hence the realization
of complex structures consisting of quantum wells and multi-heteroepitaxial regions.
Quantum well lasers [8] and devices using graded regions for better optical confinement
[9] allowed for even further reduction of the threshold current while also enjoying
increased gain, reduced linewidth and improved reliability. The ability to control growth2
on the order of atomic mono-layers also allowed the realization of moresophisticated FET
designs that incorporated the concept of two-dimensional carrier transport.
These advanced FETs, more commonly known by such acronyms as MODFET
(Modulation Doped Field-Effect Transistor), TEGFET (Two- dimensional Electron Gas
Field-EffectTransistor), SDHT (Selectively-Doped HeterojunctionTransistor)and
HEMT, all take advantage of the increased electron mobility realized in two-dimensional
transport structures.These devices typically are grown from the material groups of
A1GaAs \GaAs or AlInAs\GaInAs to form a hetero-interface between a highly doped and a
lightly (or undoped) region where a two-dimensional electron gas resides due to the
difference in electron affinities between the neighboring high and low bandgap layers [10].
It is this very thin two-dimensional layer that has given rise to mobilities as high as 15,000
cm2N.sec at 77K [11] in recent years.
The monolithic integration of semiconductor lasers with these two-dimensional
transport FETs has obvious benefits in terms of improved OEIC performance at high data
transmission rates, but also affords a significant challenge to the device engineer in
designing coupled vertical and parallel transport devices. Certain groups have approached
this problem by re-introducing the lateral current injection laser[12], and fabricating it
monolithically with a separate FET or driver. This method suggests further, however, the
possibility of fabricating the laser and FET concurrently.It is this concept of concurrent
device fabrication which provides the underlying impetus for this work.
Chapter-2 begins the work by discussing the fundamentals of laser diode design.
Basic concepts addressing the conditions necessary for lasing in a typical laser diode are
covered.Concurrent HEMT/laser-diode design is then addressed with a conceptual
overview of how the integrated device should function. A review of the previous work
done by Ebner and Lary is discussed after which the changes in the second-design are
reviewed. A brief analysis is then done on the waveguide properties associated with the
first and second designs to examine the problem of establishing a fundamental transverse3
mode. The establishment of (at least) a fundamental propagating transverse mode is one
of the paramount goals of the second design. Special fabrication and processing problems
are also discussed along with chosen solutions.
Chapter-3 presents the device fabrication and many of the problems encountered
along the way to the finished device. Much of the "uniqueness" about the device lies in
the fabrication techniques used to establish the transverse pn-junction. Ion implantation is
discussed with specificattention toencapsulatinglayers,etching techniques and
subsequent activation of the implanted regions. The chapter is finished by examining the
ohmic contact and bond pad processing procedures.
Testing and characterization are covered in chapter-4 with specific results being
given for L-I, I-V and the spectral gain at both 300K and 80K.Testing strategies are
outlined with specific attention given to device packaging and how it can directly affect
the immediate results. Material characterization is also covered in brief with results from
photoluminescence spectroscopy included.
An analysis and evaluation of the results in the foregoing chapter is presented in
chapter-5.The discussion is intended to address the issues arising from chapter-4
concerning the I-V, L-I, and spectral output characteristics sought after in the second
design.Theoretical comparisons of the threshold current and nominal peak wavelength
are done along with a discussion about the design flaws leading to reduced differential
efficiency and electrical operating characteristics at cryogenic temperatures.
Chapter-6 concludes the work with a summary and listing of suggestions for
additional efforts toward a third design.This third design would, hopefully, deal more
with the HEMT aspects of the device in conjunction with the improved functionality of the
laser. It is the specific goal of the second design to obtain improvements in laser operating
characteristics.4
2. DESIGN CONCEPTS
2.1Fundamentals of Laser Diode Operation and Design
Laser diode design is aimed at satisfying the necessary conditions for lasingand
establishing reasonable device operating parameters. The specific parameters ofinterest
usually include; the lasing threshold current or current density Rh or Jth, respectively),the
external differential quantum efficiency (TL), the lasing or peak wavelength(A. p), the
linewidth or FWHM of the spectral gain peak (AXI,,), the far-field divergence angles(01
and 0), the Pointing angles (A91 and AO), and the astigmatism and polarizationratio.
The theoretical development of some of the particular optical characteristics such asthe
divergence angles and astigmatism are beyond the scope of this thesis.The electrical
characterization, however, plays an obviously important role in the concurrent HEMT
functionality and will be developed.
The theoretical basis for lasing in a semiconductor diode can best be formed by
first understanding the necessary conditions that must be met.First, there must exist a
population inversion.This simply means that the number of particles,(i.e.atoms,
molecules, electrons, etc.), elevated to a higher-energy state or excited level must exceed
the number of particles remaining in a lower-energy state or ground level. These "excited"
particles can then undergo downward transitions to lower-energy states resulting in a
release of energy.The downward transitions can occur randomly, resultingin
spontaneous emission; or in an induced manner, resulting in stimulated emission.Second,
there must exist a "pump" mechanism to maintain the inversion. That is, as particles decay
radiatively or non-radiatively, sufficient energy must be put into the system to raise the
particles back to an excited level and keep the inverted population of filled high-energy
states (and corresponding empty low-energy states) at a requisite level. Third, weneed a
feedback mechanism or means by which the resultant photon emission can be amplified
and stimulate other downward transitions.This is typically achieved by forming a5
resonant cavity to simultaneously contain the lasing medium and function as anoptical
waveguide. The waveguide is composed of mirrored ends such that the photon emission
can oscillate many times inside the cavity resulting inamplification of the optical field.
The conditions for lasing in a semiconductor device are met in a somewhat simple
and unique manner. The direct-bandgap semiconductor, as a lasing medium, provides the
means for what is (essentially) the only two-level laser system todate.The "pump"
mechanism is provided by the current injected across a forward- biased pn-junction. The
number of injected minority carriers depends on the amount of forward bias, up to a level
of saturation that is determined by the non-radiative recombination rate. As forward bias
is increased, higher and higher levels of injected electrons and holes begin to occupy the
conduction and valence bands respectively.Simultaneously, the corresponding quasi-
Fermi levels, which represent the demarcation between filled and unfilled electron and hole
energy states, become further separated. Inversion is finally reachedwhen the quasi-Fermi
levels begin to push into the bands such that their separation exceeds the bandgap in
energy.This condition is more commonly known as the Bernard-Duraffourg condition
[13] and represents the severe non-equilibrium case of an inverted population.
As the conduction band states become filled, electrons begin to spontaneously
decay and recombine with available holes in the valence band. The spontaneously emitted
photons are roughly equal (in energy) to the bandgap of the active region material or
lasing medium. The energy of the photon emission eventually exceeds the bandgap energy
somewhat as the quasi-Fermi levels are pushed further into the bands. There is also,
however, an associated bandgap shrinkage [14], which simultaneously occurs, resulting
from the high carrier densities required to reach inversion. When the rates of spontaneous
and stimulated emission become high enough such that a total photon density sufficient to
overcome all the material losses is achieved, the gain coefficient associated with the active
region material becomes negative.The material is said to have reached transparency at
this point and thus becomes a region of optical gain where the majority of the photons, no6
longer being absorbed to overcome losses, can now induce downward transitions leading
to stimulated emission.
The optical waveguide is achieved by growing, epitaxially, a structure where the
active region material is sandwiched between several cladding layers which are increasing
in bandgap energy, (or decreasing in refractive index), away from the active region. A
resonant cavity is formed when the structure is cleaved along specific crystal planes that
are perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the active region thereby formingfacets. The
facet/air interface, having a large refractive index step associated with it, will necessarily
cause a significant portion of the longitudinally propagating light to beinternally reflected
and oscillate within the effective waveguide cavity. A metal-oxide coating is often applied
asymmetrically to the front and rear facets of the cleaved device to allow for higher optical
power output from one end. In commercially produced devices, the rear-facet emissionis
partially collected by an internal silicon PIN photodiode and used for feedback control of
the front-facet output.
The preceding discussion presents a qualitative basis for lasing in a direct-bandgap
semiconductor material.A quantitative lookatsome of thedevice operating
characteristics can provide a more discrete picture of what is required to obtain an
operational device and establish some important design parameters. Probably the most
important of these characteristics is the threshold current (Ith) or threshold current density
(Jth). This is also a good characteristic to start with because its development helps
underscore the foregoing intuitive picture.
A conventional A1GaAs /GaAs heterostructure laser diode is shown in figure 2.1.
The lasing threshold can be thought of having been reached when a single phase front of
light traverses two lengths of the waveguide and has the same intensity that it started with.P-Olarnic Contact
P-AlGaAs Cladding Layer
P- A1GaAs Waveguide Layer
7
Fig. 2.1: A typical gain-guided GaAs/A1GaAs heterostructure laser.
This can be stated in a somewhat simplified yet quantitative manner by the following
equation:
L = L0RIR2e2kg a) (2.1.1)
where L. is the initial light intensity, R1 and R2 are the power reflectivities of the two
facets, and g and a are the distributed gain and loss along the length of the waveguide
cavity respectively [15]. When the lasing condition is met, (i.e. L = L.), and if R1=R2=R,
then the foregoing equation can be rewritten as
g = a + WO ln(l/R) (2.1.2)
and expresses an important relationship between the gain coefficient and some of the
design parameters over which there is control. The gain coefficient can also be related to
the current density [15,16], very directly by:
g(E) = Q(E) [JJo] 13(E)- = c2h3i / 8nqn2E20Ed (2.1.3)8
where 13(E) is more commonly referred to as the gain factor in which c is the vacuum
velocity of light, h is Planck's constant, rl the differential quantum efficiency, n the
refractive index of the active region, d the thickness of the active region, E the emission
peak associated with the transition energy at a specified operating temperature, and AE
the full-width-at-half-maximum of the spontaneous emission envelope. In the gain-current
relationship, J. is the nominal current density at which the net gain goes to zero (i.e.
material transparency is reached). Casey and Panish have shown, (from the original work
by Stern[17]), that this value varies approximately from 5kA/cm2 to 20kA/cm2 between
300K and 77K respectively.
It is important to point out that the propagating transverse mode is typically not
confined solely to the active region material. Consequently, only that portion of the
photon emission confined to the active or emitting region will be contributing to the
overall gain. Equation 2.1.3 must therefore be modified [15,16], to read:
g(E) = ropP (2.1.4)
where F, known as the confinement factor, represents the ratio of the field intensity inside
the active region to the total field intensity in the waveguide structure. F is a figure of
merit of the transverse waveguiding which can be significant in establishing a low
threshold current. The importance of this parameter in the design of the laser structure
will be discussed in greater detail in the next section. The expressions for the distributed
gain (or gain coefficient) in 2.1.2 and 2.1.4 can be equated to yield:
Jth(E) = {1/[3(E)F][a + (1/0 ln( 1 /R)1 + J. (2.1.5)
Finally, using the expression for 13(E) from 2.1.3 and recalling the relationship betweencurrent and current density, the desired expression for the threshold current is obtained:
Ith = At [87rqn2E2AEd/c2h3Tif][a + ln( 1/R)] +
9
(2.1.6)
In the above expression, "A" represents the cross-sectional area of the recombination
region from which the carrier flux is defined. The area is consequently determined by the
device length and the active region thickness on the111)A or B faces.This points out
an important benefit of the lateral structure over aconventional vertical transport device
where the foregoing area "A" is determined by the ohmic contact stripe width. Also, the
parameter "d" (representing the active region distance over which minority carrier
electrons are injected) is no longer determined by the material thickness. This distance is
now determined by either the separation length between the two adjacentpn-junctions on
the f 111)A or B faces, or the recombination length (or lifetime) for minority electrons,
whichever isless.Itisclear that to obtain low threshold currents, one must
simultaneously reduce d without reducing F, (at least for the 1-dimensional case).In a
conventional semiconductor laser structure, reducing d (by growing a thinner active layer)
would result in a sharp reduction in F since the dominant contribution to F comes from
the dimension transverse to the layers.This is not a consequence in the lateral structure
since the upper bound on d is determined (in this case) by the etch depth of the substrate
and not the thickness of the active layer.
An important point to note in the foregoing expression for threshold current is that
only the temperature dependency of the transition energy has been considered.This
dependence is usually expressed as:
E (r) = 1.519 - 5.405 x 10-4 T2/(204 + T) (2.1.7)
where T is the temperature of the gain region. The threshold current density, however,10
varies with temperature also. Empirical results for GaAs/AlGaAs lasers have shown that
the threshold current density varies with temperature according to the following
relationship:
Jth(T)JtheT/T°
(2.1.8)
where To has been determined to be approximately 110K for GaAs active regions.
Equations 2.1.6, 2.1.7 and 2.1.8 will be used later in chapter-5 to calculate theoretical
values for Ith and compare them with those seen from the actual test results presented in
chapter-4.
Another factor in equation 2.1.6 which deserves further consideration is the
distributed loss coefficient, a.This parameter has several loss contributions that have
been discussed in detail [15,16], and whose sum yields the following concise form:
a(cm-1) = afC + (1 - F)afe, + as + ac (2.1.9)
at.,is the free-carrier absorption inside the active layer, (1-F)afe the free-carrier
absorption in the surrounding waveguide layers, and as and ac are the scattering and
coupling losses respectively.The coupling loss is associated with that portion of the
propagating transverse mode which may extend beyond the waveguide layers and into the
cladding material. The scattering loss refers to radiation loss from poor hetero-interfaces
(i.e. relatively large surface roughness amplitudes) or bulk material defects induced during
the crystal growth and/or processing.
Another characteristic that is typically of interest in laser diode operation is the
differential quantum efficiency io. This parameter, used in the foregoing development for
threshold current, is a measure of the light output versus the total light generated inside
the active region.It is often incorrectly called (but closely related to) the slope efficiency11
which is defined as:
risio,(mW/mA) = dL/dI I > (2.1.10)
from which a direct relationship for hp, can be written as:
TID(n1WATIA)= clislopeq(dL/dI) (2.1.11)
where L represents the total light emitted from the laser.The light intensity L can be
further broken down [16] into:
qLe,, = FsponrisponIth + Fstuilstin(I - It) (2.1.12)
in which Fspon and are defined [16] as the photon escape probabilities for spontaneous
and stimulated emission respectively. The first term of this expression corresponds to the
photon contribution from spontaneous or LED emission, while the second term is related
to the lasing or stimulated emission.Taking the derivative of 2.1.12 with respect to I
yields a form for hp that is dependent only on the stimulated emission term coefficients:
rlp = d(qL)/dI = Fstinristffn (2.1.13)
This makes sense since the slope efficiency itself has no meaning below lasing threshold.
The stimulated photon escape probability is related to the optical power efficiency and,
with the form of equation 2.1.2, can be written as
F, ,= Pej(Pe, + Pabs) = 1[1+2a1/ln(1/R1R2)] (2.1.14)12
where nab, is the power absorbed internally by the laser. Putting thistogether with 2.1.13
and assuming the facet reflectivities to be the same (for uncoatedfacets), we can then
write [15,16]:
1/1, = Wrist.* + cd/ln(1/R)] (2.1.15)
This equation is especially useful in determining the distributed losscoefficient, a, for a
given set of lasers by plotting 1 /lit, for various active region lengths e.
An expression for the basic I-V relationshipisalso of interest asitis a
characteristic that can be readily measured in the lab and can give valuableinsight as to the
ease with which carriers are being injected.As previously mentioned, the HEMT laser
structure employs the use of a single two-dimensional transverse pnhomojunction. One
would therefore expect the basic I-V behavior to follow the Shockleyrelationship between
the forward current and the forward junction voltage which, for anideal pn-diode is equal
to the applied voltage:
[e V./1(T e qVi /la Io = kTAni2[4.2nNA + p,r(LpN DI (2.1.16)
where yi is the junction voltage (equal to the applied bias Va), A is thecross-sectional
junction area, Ln and Lp the diffusion lengths for electrons and holes respectivelyin GaAs,
and NA and ND the respective acceptor and donor concentrations. Foractual devices, the
applied voltage is the sum of the junction voltage and series resistancecontributions and
thus changes from VrVa to VrVa-lits. The above expression is of coursevalid only for
low excitation where the minority carrier densities are much less than the majoritycarrier
concentrations. The case of high excitation, where the injected carrier densities areof the
same order as the majority carrier densities,involves a change in the exponential argument
of the I-V relationship from qViAT to qViinkT, [15,16] where n, known as the degeneracy13
factor, is typically of the order of 2.This is important to note since reaching material
transparency, (i.e. a lasing threshold), requires very high injectedcarrier densities; usually
in excess of 1018/cm3 for GaAs/AlGaAs devices.The modified Shockley relationship
should then read:
isco. -moinkT (2.1.17)
The above expression can be used to determine the series resistance of the pn-
homojunction as well as the degeneracy factor "n". By taking the natural logarithm of
both sides and differentiating with respect to I, the following expression is obtained:
dVa/dI = (nkT/q)(1/I) + Rs (2.1.18)
A plot of dVa/dI versus 1/I should subsequently yield a (roughly) linear relationship whose
slope is equal to nkT/q and whose intercept is equal to Rs.
One of the more important operating characteristics of a laser isits lasing
wavelength. The spontaneous emission wavelength can be readily determined based on
the bandgap energy transition since the injected carrier densities are not typically of the
order required to reach threshold gain.As threshold is reached and surpassed, the
emission wavelength decreases due to saturation of gain at lower energies.It can
alternately be stated, however, that as the quasi-Fermi levels are pushed deeper into the
bands and are separated further, the corresponding photons emitted should necessarily
correspond to shorter wavelengths; except that the increased carrier density has a strong
effect on bandgap shrinkage and hence the photon energy is somewhat reduced from the
expected value. A quantitative relationship between the bandgap energy and the injected
minority electron and hole densities for GaAs has been determined empirically in [16,17],
and can be written as:Eg(eV) = Egg- 1.6 x10-8(p" +n"3)
14
(2.1.19)
This equation together with equation 2.1.7 can yield an overall expressionrelating both
the temperature and injected carrier density dependencies of the bandgap energy:
Egeff(eV) = 1.519 - 5.405 x 104 T2/(204 + T) - 1.6 x10-8(p" + n"3) (2.1.20)
The above equation is important as it indicates the amount of bandgap renormalization
that will occur under various device operating conditions in terms of temperatureand
excitation level.Since E = hv = hca, this equation can be rewritten to yield a simple
relationship between the above-threshold transition wavelength and the injected carrier
densities:
= he[1.519- 5.405 x104T2/(204 + T) - 1.6x10-8(p" + n "3)] (2.1.21)
This is a very useful relationship as it can give the designer a good idea of (at least) the
order of magnitude of the injected carrier densities in the active region, assuming the
device heat sinking is adequate so as not to shift the wavelength appreciably.
2.2Vertical/Parallel-Transport Device Integration
The concurrent integration of a vertical and parallel transport device is one of the
unique characteristics about the HEMT-compatible laser diode.The basic device
structure should be considered with respect to three specific goals:
1) Formation of the lateral pn-junction.
2) Functionality of the transverse waveguide.
3) HEMT structure compatibility.15
The first goal is perhaps the most important; for without a pn-junction, thereis (presently)
no basis from which a semiconductor laser canbe obtained.
It has been demonstrated that Si-doped GaAs grown bymolecular beam epitaxy
can exhibit donor and acceptor propertiesdepending on the crystallographic orientation
during growth. This also depends largely on the amphoteric nature of siliconwhich, being
a group IV material, allows itself to serve aseither a donor or acceptor depending on its
occupancy of either gallium or arseniclattice sites respectively.The previous work of
Miller,[18], and Subbanna et. al.,[19], has shown the foregoing to be truefor p-type
conductivities on {111}A/{ 100}, and n-type conductivities on { 111}B/{110} planes.
Figure 2.2 shows the basic pattern orientation used to producealternating pairs of
{100} 4111)A and {100} 41111B planes.
(111}A Planes
(1111/3 Planes
Etched GaAs Substrate
11001 Planes
Fig. 2.2: Etched substrate pattern showing {100} and {111) plane orientations.
Subsequent epitaxial growth of Si-doped GaAs or A1GaAs on a correctly-oriented GaAs
substrate should, therefore, result in the natural formation of overlapping npn/pnp
configurations suitable for use as lateral pn-junction lasers. These configurations are
shown in figure 2.3 along with the ohmic contact regions and specific pn-junctions where
light emission is expected.P- ohmics N-ohmics
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P-region
Selectively-doped N-regions
Selectively-doped P-re glans
(1-lomojunctions where light is emitted)
P-region
Selectively -doped N-regions
Fig. 2.3: Configuration of PN and NP homojunctions and ohmic contacts.
As can be seen from the figure, the width of the exposed {111}A and {111}B planes is
very narrow and presents a processing challenge when mask alignment is to be done.
Further, the ohmic contact regions overlapping these exposed planes must be carefully
defined with very little straggle in the lateral direction.This suggests the use of ion
implants over diffused metalizations to obtain the required morphological profile from the
surface to the doped regions.
The waveguide functionality in the transverse direction will, in principle, come at
the expense of the HEMT compatibility. Cladding layer thicknesses used to obtain
sufficient field attenuation in conventional laser structures are typically of the order of a
few microns while the gate-to-channel proximity in most HEMT devices is of the order of
a few hundred angstroms.The total thickness of the transverse waveguide above the
active region will also be restricted due to the maximum obtainable range of the implanted
ions in the ohmic contact regions. Further, the actual dimensions and doping levels of the
A1GaAs layers surrounding the active region must be chosen somewhat carefully to
optimize (as much as possible at this level) the surface carrier density at the A1GaAs /GaAs
interface.
The foregoing consideration is paramount since the injected carrier density, and
subsequent quasi-Fermi level positions in the conduction and valence bands at the17
transverse homojunction, should ultimately be determined by the surface charge density
and resulting subband energy levels back at the AIGaAs /GaAs hetero-interface.These
subband energies should, therefore, define the transition energies (or effective band edges)
for which radiative recombination can occur at the GaAs homojunction formed at the
boundary of the (100}/{111} planes.This is shown in figures 2.4 (a) and (b) where the
heterojunction and homojunction band structures are sketched separately.
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Fig. 2.4: Energy bands for (a) (1001 heterojunction and (b) {100}41111 homojunction.18
Another important issue related to the foregoing diagrams is the expected surface
charge density at the GaAs /A1GaAs interface. Recent modeling work by Goodnick et.al.
[20], has shown that channel carrier densities (i.e. surface charge densities) on the orderof
1012/cm2 are achievable for a structure of similar dimensions with doping densities of
1018/cm3. The results from [20] are shown in figures 2.5 (a) and (b) and illustrate the
relative change in band structure at the GaAs/AlGaAs interface for various Al GaAs
dopingdensities,alongwiththeFermi-levelpositioninginthecorresponding
homojunction. These results are significant from the standpoint of the available interface
charge density and the resulting energy band profile.The magnitude of surface charge
density is important in satisfying the threshold carrier density requirement. Arough
calculation of the threshold current from equations 2.1.6 and 2.1.8 shows that a nominal
level on the order of lrnA can be expected and that a subsequent threshold carrier density
of 1018-1019/cm3 for a bulk device, (or 1011/cm2 in comparable surface chargedensity
based on a 100 angstrom active region), would be necessary. The Fermi-level position
relative to the conduction band edge in the double-heterojunction (resulting from the
symmetric GRINSCH structure) is expected to deviate from the model in a direction so as
to flatten the GaAs band edge and create a less-triangular andmore-rectangular well
shape.0.8
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Fig. 2.5: Modeling results from Goodnick et. al., [20].
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2.31st - Design Review and 2nd-Design Revisions
The initial design by Ebner and Lary demonstrated that light output could be
achieved from a plane-selectively doped transverse structure. The original structurewith
device dimensions is shown in figure 2.6 below.
500 angstrom 10" Si-Doped GaAs Cap Layer
500 angstrom 10" Si-Doped Ala GaaAs Confining Layer
40 angstrom Undoped AIGaAs Spacer
200 angstrom Undoped GaAs Active Region
0.2um Undoped Graded AIGaAs
1.25um Undoped Alopao,As
0.5 urn Undoped GaAs Buffer
Semi-Insulating GaAs Substrate
Fig. 2.6: Initial HEMT-compatible laser diode structure by Ebner and Lary.
The asymmetry of the design, although understandable for optimization of HEMT
operating characteristics, gives rise to weak transverse mode confinement and subsequent
poor laser properties. The relatively thin (540Angstrom) AIGaAs confining region above
the active layer results in little attenuation of the optical wave in the transverse direction
above the active region before the higher-index GaAs cap layer is reached. This yields a
mode that is unconfined and essentially results in a surface emitting LED.
Electrical characterization of the above structure in an (approximately) 300um
sample showed a forward series resistance of approximately 30052 and I-V characteristics
at 80K and 300K as shown in figure-2.7. It was cited in the original workthat the GaAs
cap layer was not optimized and that the electricaloperating characteristics of the device21
would improve for increased cap layer thicknesses. This is primarily because the cap layer
effectively serves as a low-resistance shunt path when not fully depleted.
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Fig. 2.7: I-V curves at 80K and 300K of an initial HEMT-compatible device.
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Subsequent work by Ebner and Lary has shown that only a very thin (-50 angstroms)
layer of highly doped material is needed to reduce the Schottky barrier normally seen at a
metal-semiconductor interface.There is also a tremendous loss incurred due to surface
states at the oxide layer that exists at the top of the cap as well as the loss normally
incurred by surface states existing at the facets. This greatly increases the carrier density
that will be needed to reach transparency at the homojunction. The net effects can be seen
in figure-2.8 showing the spectral gain curves for a 300um sample pulsed at 10 mA
operating at 80K.25
0
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Fig. 2.8: Spectral gain curves at 80K from 1st - design samples.
The under-etched sample shows higher output and a slightly higher peak wavelength
resulting from a greater number of carriers contributing to radiative recombination and
subsequent bandgap shrinkage.It is believed that the total light output is dominated by
the homojunction originating from the GaAs cap layer and only a small contribution is
coming from the active region 540 angstroms below.This is primarily because of the
uncertainty in the effectiveness of the diffused ohmics in contacting the active layer as well
as the integrity of the homojunction being preserved during this stage ofprocessing.
The 2nd-design incorporates changes in both structure and processing in an effort
to:reduce forward seriesresistance; provide optical confinement sufficient for a
fundamental transverse mode to propagate (thereby allowing for a reduction in the lasing
threshold); and improve process control for contacting the active region and preserving
homojunction integrity. The use of a graded-index separate confinement heterostructure
or GRINSCH structure with a single quantum well hasbeen shown [9], [21], [22], to
provide better optical and carrier confinement leading to improved optical gain, and
reduced threshold and leakage current levels.By establishing a symmetric structure
utilizing graded regionsbetter optical and carrier confinement can be readily achieved23
and should result in a two-fold increase in the injected carrier density in the activeregion.
The basic structure of the epitaxial layers in the second-design is shownin figure-2.9
below.
100 angstrom 10" Si-Doped GaAs Cap Layer
0.1um Undoped Alo ,Gao,As Cladding Layer
0.2um Undoped Gaded AIGaAs Confining Layer
500 angstrom 1010 Si-Doped Alo Gao As
50 angstrom Undoped Alo GaoAs Spacer
200 angstrom Undoped GaAs Active Region
50 angstrom Undoped AloGaoAs Spacer
500 angstrom 1010 Si-Doped AloGaoAs
0.2um Undoped Graded AIGaAs Confining Layer
1.0um Undoped Alo pao,As Cladding Layer
0.25 um Undoped GaAs Buffer
Semi-Insulating GaAs Substrate
Fig. 2.9: Epitaxial layers of 2nd-design HEMT-compatible laser diode structure.
Modeling of the transverse mode characteristics for both the first and second
designs was done for comparison and to calculate (approximately) the confinement factor,
G, which is used in equation 2.1.6 in calculating the threshold current.The modeling
method was developed by Weisshaar [23], and uses a fast cosine transform to calculate the
electric field amplitude for both TE and TM modes of a structure bounded by electric and
magnetic walls respectively. The results confirm the earlier assertion that the initial design
has poor confinement in the transverse direction and will not support a propagating mode.
The model also shows that the design changes diagrammed in the foregoing illustration24
should be sufficient to produce a pseudo-symmetric structure capable of supporting a
fundamental mode. The normalized mode intensity and index profile of the second design
is shown in figure 2.10 below.
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Fig. 2.10: Normalized mode intensity and index profile of 2nd-design.
2.4Fabrication and Processing Considerations
Improved contacting of the active region and preservation of homojunction
morphology can be achieved by going to ion-implants in the ohmic contact areas.This
will at the same time, however, limit the total material thickness that can be used in
achieving the waveguide.Specifically, it will be limited by the maximum range of the
heaviest ion to be implanted.
The implant characteristics for beryllium and silicon implanted into the upper-half
structure of the second design were modeled and optimized by Mike Valescueof IICO
incorporated.The optimized results showed that the maximum projected range was
limited by silicon to approximately 3100 angstroms if the ions were implanted at a
maximum energy of 400 KeV.This therefore limits the sum total of the oxide and25
epitaxial layer thicknessesto 3100 angstroms above the doped region.The maximum
straggle was dominated by the beryllium and expected to be on the orderof 1000
angstroms for ions implanted at a maximum energy of 145 KeV.The straggle indicates
what the relative mask dimensions should be for the ohmic contact and ionimplant regions
relative to the {100}/{111}A or B boundary.The mask openings for these processing
steps should be placed at a maximum reasonable distance awayfrom {100}/{111} plane
junctions so as to preserve junction integrity. This will naturally have ramifications onthe
HEMT characteristics that depend on short-channel devices for optimalperformance.
Reduction of the forward series resistance of the laser diode will depend on the
degree of implant activation as well as the homojunction morphology.Rapid thermal
annealing, or RTA, should be sought in an effort to reduce the total anneal timerequired;
thereby preserving both junction morphology and implant profiles.The most thorough
attempt should also require a set of test samples to completelyoptimize the annealing time
and temperature required for both silicon and beryllium ions.
Another very important area of process consideration lies in the ohmic contacts
and bond pad formation. An analysis by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed
very poor bond pad adhesion in theoriginal set of samples produced by Ebner and Lary.
Some examples of this are shown in the photographs in figure 2.11.It is possible that
much of the large series resistance problem could be attributed to this. The problem origin
is, however, not presently known. Good lab practices to control the surface quality and
cleanliness during metalization are obviously an absolute must. Bond pad adhesion also
proved to be a problem during ball-wire bonding.This step in and of itself should be
optimized in terms of required bond-pad thickness, bond temperature and pressure, and
proper sample staging.
All of the foregoing processing areas can contribute to the measured device
characteristics and performance. Proper processing and lab procedures must be followed
as closely as possible all the way through devicepackaging in order to make meaningful26
conclusions from the measured results. This point will be discussed in much further detail
in chapter-4 where actual device measurements and results are presented.
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Fig. 2.11: SEM photographs showing bond-pad lift-off problems on { 111 )A faces.27
3. DEVICE FABRICATION
This chapter covers the fabrication and processing of the HEMT-compatible laser
diode samples.The initial processing plan is briefly outlined with subsequent sections
detailing the problems and solutions incurred during each phase of the device processing.
Although the first attempt at device fabrication failed, a second set of samples were
successfully prepared after overcoming several unexpected processing hurdles. Significant
time was spent in the areas of ion implanting and ohmic contact metalization to insure
adequate conduction to the active region and improved series resistance.
3.1Processing Plan
The initial processing plan for fabrication of the laser samples up to the device
packaging level is outlined as follows:
(1)Layout new mask set and send data to TEKTRONIX for fabrication.
(2)Cleave lxlcm pieces of SI-GaAs and prepare for mesa etching.
(3)Do initial photolithography and anisotropic etch to expose {111} faces.
(4)Clean and prepare selectively-etched samples for MBE growth.
(5)Calibrate MBE machine and program for growth of specific structure.
(6)Remove MBE samples from block and clean off excess indium solder.
(7)Mount samples on silicon wafers and prepare for SiO2 deposition.
(8)Sputter or deposit by CVD 1000-angstrom layer of Si02.
(9)Perform 2nd-level photolithography to expose areas for N-implants.
(10)Remove samples and send to IICO for N-implant processing.
(11)Etch excess Si02 from masked areas of returned N-implanted samples.
(12)Clean and re-mount samples on clean silicon wafers.
(13)Deposit new 1000 angstrom Si02 layer.
(14)Perform 3rd-level photolithography and expose areas for P-implants.28
(15)Remove and clean samples to be sent to IICO for P-implant processing.
(16)Etch excess SiO2 from masked areas of returned P-implanted samples.
(17)Re-attach samples to clean silicon wafers for next SiO2 deposition.
(18)Deposit SiO2 encapsulant layer in preparation for implant activation.
(19)Remove samples and do preparation for subsequent annealing.
(20)Activate N- and P-implants by rapid thermal anneal (RTA).
(21)Remove SiO2 encapsulant.
(22)Re-mount samples to Si wafers and prepare for final oxide deposition.
(23)Deposit 1000 angstrom Si02 layer.
(24)Do 4th-level N-ohmic photolith steps for N-metalization.
(25)Evaporate N-ohmic metals and do liftoff processing steps.
(26)Do 4th-level P-ohmic photolith steps for P-metalization.
(27)Evaporate P-metals and perform liftoff.
(28)Remove mounted samples from silicon wafers and clean.
(29)Anneal N and P-ohmics simultaneously in diffusion oven.
(30)Re-mount samples on Si wafers and prepare for final photolith steps.
(31)Do 5th-level photolithography for bond-pad metalization.
(32)Evaporate bond pad metal and perform final lift-off steps.
(33)Remove samples from silicon wafers and clean thoroughly.
(34)Mount individual samples on steel chuck and prepare for thinning.
(35)Thin GaAs substrates to approximately 75um in silicon carbide slurry.
(36)Carefully remove thinned samples and clean.
(37)Adhere thinned samples to frisking paper in preparation for cleaving.
(38)Cleave into individual lasers by scribing along adjacent edges of chips.
Although the foregoing plan was deviated from (somewhat) at times, the essential
processing steps went as described. The specifics of various steps are detailed further in
the sections that follow.29
3.2Substrate Preparation and Crystal Growth
Individual 1.0 x 1.0 cm samples of semi-insulating GaAs were cleaved from a
larger sample wafer along the {110} plane. Each of the sample pieces were subsequently
marked on an edge denoting the {110) direction.Pairs of samples were then indium
soldered on 2-inch silicon wafers in opposing quadrants with the {110} faces aligned
(roughly) parallel with the flat of the wafer. Each pair of samples (i.e. each of the silicon
wafers) were then cleaned using the following procedure:
A. Trichloroethane (TCA) boil for 5 minutes
B. Acetone rinse
C. Methanol rinse
D. De-ionized water rinse for 10 minutes
E. Nitrogen blow-off and dry
The samples were then spun with HMDS and AZ-111 photoresist at 3000 RPM for 20
seconds and allowed to soft bake in a vacuum oven at 60°C for 5 minutes. Each GaAs
chip was then aligned with the first-level mask using a projection mask aligner.The
orientation of the {110) face was very important to maintain, relative to the alignment of
the 1st-level mask, in order to insure perfectly rectangular laser cavities.It has been
shown [24] that misalignment of as little as 5° can result in devices that never develop
sufficient modal gain to reach threshold, thereby reducing the so-called "laser" to merely a
super-radiant LED.Consequently, alignment time could never take too long.When
sufficient alignment was achieved, exposure was done for approximately 10 seconds at 64
with the light integrator set to 8.5.Samples were developed in a 1:3.5 solution of
concentrated developer and water until the pattern became visible (about 13 seconds at the
particular room temperature).It was important not to over-develop in order to maintain
good edge profiles across the pattern. The samples were cleaned in de-ionized water and
inspected under a microscope to make sure that edge sharpness had been maintained.30
Several samples were slightly under-developed and required further 1-2 second dips in
developer to achieve uniform development across the pattern. The variation in photoresist
thickness was apparent on the edges of the patterns on all the samples. This was primarily
due to the edge adhesion of the photoresist fluid during the spinning, and the fact that the
patterns were large and took up nearly 100% of the lx1 cm area of each chip. When all
the samples were sufficiently developed and cleaned in de-ionized water, a hard-bake step
was done at120°C for 5 minutes. A calibration sample was then selectively etched in a
6:1:1 solution of H20:H202:NH3OH for 5 minutes in order to determine the etch rate (in
um/minute) for the specific solution being used. The sample was checked for etch depth
using a microscope to determine the distance between {100) mesas.The calibration
revealed a rate of approximately 1.3 um/minute and thus a 2.25-minute etch would be
done to obtain the desired etch depth on the real samples. No agitation was used during
the selective etch.Samples were removed from the etchant quickly and rinsed under a
flow of de-ionized water in order to stop the chemical reaction as quickly as possible.
Acetone was used to remove the excess photoresist on all the samples followed by
subsequent final cleaning with methanol and de-ionized water.The samples were then
removed from their silicon wafers and prepared for MBE growth.
Preparation for MBE growth was done by first removing the mesa-etched semi-
insulating GaAs substrates from their silicon wafers and allowing them to go through a 45
minute soak in choline (i.e. suma developer) to lightly etch and clean the GaAs surface.
Samples were then rinsed in a 10 minute flowing bath of de-ionized water, blown dry with
nitrogen, and finally indium-soldered to a molybdenum (or "moly") block.The moly-
block was then put into the MBE system and left to stand overnight. MBE calibration
was initially done on the Perkin-Elmer 3000 system, resulting in the growth parameters
used in determining the microcon program. The microcon program was then developed
and entered for the necessary growth times of each epitaxial layer for the required
structure. The calculated growth times were based on an average rate of 2.83 angstroms31
per second, or (approximately) 0.5 monolayers per second, for each material.The
rowth arameters and associated microcon program are outlined below.
MATERIALTEMP. (°C)Press. (torr)CURRENT (A)RATE (ml/sec)DENS. (km3)
Substrate 670 (P)
644 (T)
4.5 x 10' 9.8
As 327 1.2
Ga #2 1090 1.0
Ga #4 1000 / 1020 0.5 / 0.75
Al #5 1174 / 1135 0.5 / 0.25
Si #1 1210 / 1320 1018 /1019
Table 3.1: MBE growth parameters.
SEGGa Temp. ( °C)Al Temp. ( °C)TIME (min) EVT COMMENTS
10 1000 1174 14.8 2 GaAs buffer layer
11 1000 1174 59.1 5, 4 Al ,GaAs cladding
12 1020 1135 11.9 5, 4 Graded AlGaAs layer
13 1020 1135 2.9 5, 4, 1 1018 Si-doped AIGaAs
14 1020 1135 0.3 5, 4 Al, Gar, As spacer
15 1020 1135 1.6 4 GaAs active region
16 1020 1135 0.3 5, 4 Alo Gan As spacer
17 1020 1135 2.9 5, 4, 1 1018 Si-doped AlGaAs
18 1000 1174 11.9 5, 4 Graded AlGaAs layer
19 1000 1174 5.9 5, 4 Al,Ga,,,As cladding
20 1000 1174 0.6 2, 1 le Si-doped GaAs cap
21 1000 1174 0.1 - -
Table 3.2: Microcon program listing for MBE growth.32
3.3Ion Implants and Activation
Ion implantation was believed to be the most effective means to establish a good
transverse conduction path through the confining regions of the epitaxial layers to the
doped regions. The relatively predictable control over the lateral straggle associated with
the implants (and the subsequent activation) was very attractive; especially with respect to
the narrow width of the {111}A and B faces.However, as mentioned in the previous
chapter, there was a maximum attainable depth limited by the heaviest ion, (i.e. silicon).
Further, to achieve a uniform density throughout the implanted regions, multiple implants
would be necessary.As discussed in section 2.4, the required P and N-implants of
Beryllium and Silicon (respectively) were optimized by IICO who did the implantation. A
basic Gaussian model [25] as defined by:
N(x) = Npe-[(x
-rp)/a]2 /2
N = [4)/a(270-1/2] (3.3.1)
was used to profile the resulting implant density N(x), as a function of transverse position.
In the above equations,(I)is the dose in units of/cm2, a is the lateral straggle in
angstroms, and rp is the maximum projected range (i.e. the position of maximum implant
density). The maximum projected range is determined by several factors which include the
accelerating energy, the mass of the ion, and the material density profile of the structure in
which the ions are to be implanted. The accelerating energies for silicon and beryllium
were determined at IICO based on a three-layer approximation to the epitaxial layers
grown above the active region material. Plots of the modeled implant profiles are shown
in figure-3.1.1.45E+18
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Fig. 3.1: Ion-implant profiles for (a) beryllium and (b) silicon.
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The desired goal of achieving an average ion concentration equal to the doped impurity
concentration from the surface to the active region (approximately 3500 angstroms) was
clearly possible by using the implant strategy put forth by IICO. As can be seen from the
foregoing charts in figure-3.1, a compromise in the surface-level ion concentration would
also be expected. It was not believed, however, that forward I-V characteristics would be
subsequently compromised as well, due of the presence of the highly-doped GaAs cap
layer. Other considerations about ion implanting such as the preservation of surface and
epitaxial layer morphologies were expected to be much more influential and could
potentially render the device useless if correct processing procedures were not followed.
Maintaining the surface quality throughout the entire ion-implant procedure
depended largely on the proper application and removal of the masking and encapsulant
materials. During the 2nd and 3rd-level photolithography stages (where the areas for N
and P-implants are exposed), a1500-angstrom layer of sputtered SiO2 was deposited on
the GaAs cap surface followed by a double layer (approximately 2um thick) of
photoresist.IICO suggested that the combination of using a photoresist for normal
masking and SiO2 for GaAs cap surface preservation would provide "more than sufficient"
stopping characteristics in the masked areas for Si implanted at 400 kV, (i.e. the heaviest
ion at the highest accelerating voltage). It was presumed that the post-implant photoresist
and SiO2 layers could be easily removed by wet-etch processing techniques.
The last consideration before the implants were actually performed was the
orientation of the samples relative to the ion beam. This was important so that channeling
of ions through the lattice structure of the epitaxial layers would be avoided. To this end,
the ion beam was directed along a vector lying in (approximately) the {110} plane and
tilted 7° off the vertical axis represented by the <100> direction.The Si-implants were
then done and the samples returned for mask removal and subsequent 3rd-level
photolithography processing.35
The post-implant processing proved to be much more challenging than expected.
It was discovered that the photoresist had changed in composition such that it had
increased in both density and substrate adhesion.Earlier work by Okuyama et. al. [26],
and Smith [27], has shown this phenomena to depend largely on the dose and implant
energy of the ion beam and varied little in resulting characteristics from one typeof resist
to another. As a result, it was necessary to take the samples to TEKTRONIX for ashing
in an 02-plasma for removal of the resist and reactive ion etch (RIE) processing in a CF4-
plasma for removal of the SiO2 layer.The foregoing sequence of events was then
repeated for the beryllium implants. Microscopic inspection of the samples following the
implant processing steps revealed a grain-like structure in the implanted areas and
relatively good preservation of edge profiles.
Activation of the implants was the final step in this stage of processing.Rapid
thermal annealing, more commonly referred to as RTA, was expected to yield the best
results in terms of degree of activation, and minimum lateral straggle and diffusion effects.
It was determined that this part of the processing would be done in collaboration with Guy
Silvestri and Dr. Raj Solanki of the Oregon Graduate Institute due to their access to on-
site RTA facilities. Use of an encapsulant was necessary to avoid unwanted dissociation
of the GaAs compound which can result from out - diffusion of As atoms [28], [29] and
(depending upon the encapsulant used), Ga atoms [30] during the implant activation. A
significant amount of time and effort was spent in trying two different encapsulants; SiO2,
and Si3N4. Again, it was desired to use an encapsulant which could be removed by a wet-
etch process following the activation since 02-plasma ashing and reactive ion etching were
not available in the lab.SiO2 was particularly attractive for this reason as the expected
etch time would be much less than that of Si3N4, and it could be sputtered on rather than
the more tedious method of CVD. A subsequent deposition of 1500 angstroms of SiO2
was done by sputtering and all samples prepared for RTA. It was decided after the works
of [28] and [29], which dealt with the study of anneal times and temperatures for various36
ions implanted into Si and GaAs, that there would be a primary set of four samples chosen
along with smaller Hall samples for measurement of activation level.One sample each
would be used for the following combinations of time and temperature:3 seconds at
850°C, 5 seconds at 850°C, 3 seconds at 900°C, and 5 seconds at 900°C.These
combinations of time and temperature were aimed at achieving the maximum possible
activation with a single-step anneal for both p and n-implants. Annealing was done on an
ADDAX R-1000 machine which utilized quartz lamps and a nichrome thermocouple for
temperature monitoring and provided a constant-flow Argon gas ambient. The procedure
for thermal sequencing was the same for all samples: a 2-second ramp from room-
temperature to 450°C followed by a 5-second hold; another 2-second ramp to the peak
anneal temperature followed by the requisite hold time; and finally, a shut-off period
where the samples were allowed to settle to 200°C after which the Argon flow was
stopped. Samples were then removed from the chamber after a thermocouple reading of
less than 100°C was reached. As was the case in the previous stage of processing, the
encapsulant had increased in hardness and adhesion to the GaAs cap surface making
chemical process removal virtually impossible. A final CF4-plasma etch step was therefore
necessary to remove the hardened SiO2 encapsulant. As in the previous case, this was
done under the auspices of Mr. Bill Vetanin at TEKTRONIX.
3.4Ohmic Contacts and Bond Pad Metalization
As discussed in section 2.4, one of the primary goals of the processing was to
improve the I-V characteristics by specifically lowering the forward resistance across the
homojunction. A great deal of time was therefore spent in trying to achieve the most
optimum recipe based on test results for specific contact resistivity. Two recipes for both
n and p ohmic contacts were tested and the details are shown in the chart on the following
page. A planar test structure with 250um square contact areas and spacings varying from
15 to 75um was used to test the two recipes. The test samples were first cleaned using37
the standard procedure and spun with HMDS and AZ-111 photoresist. They were then
baked 20 minutes at 85°C followed by a chlorobenzene soak for 5 minutes. The samples
were washed clean in DI water and blown dry withnitrogen. Samples were then exposed
with the test pattern for 20 seconds at f/4 with an integrator level of 8.5.
TEST METALS THICKNESS (Angs.) ANNEALING (time @ temp.)
Ni 100
N-ohmic I AuGe 1200 4 minutes @ 420°C
Au 1500
Ti 70
P-ohmic I Au 150 4 minutes @ 420°C
Zn 500
Au 1500
Au 140
Ge 140
N-ohmic II Au 140 2 minutes @ 425°C
Ni 110
Au 2400
Au 150
Zn 120
P-ohmic II Au 150 2 minutes @ 475°C
Ni 200
Au 1500
Table 3.3: Ohmic metal depositions and annealing parameters.38
The second and third-level contact masks used in the previous processing step
were also used in this step.Again, as in the previous processing steps, alignment was
critical to maintain the desired laser profile and desired homojunction characteristics.
Exposed test samples were then developed and put through an HCL dip for approximately
1 minute.The various ohmic metals were then deposited sequentially (as previously
outlined) using a VEECO system vacuum evaporator operating at an average pressure of
4.3 x 10-7 torr.Thicknesses were monitored during deposition with calibration having
previously been done for the various metals and their respective densities. An acetone lift-
off was done with relative ease and all samples were checked for edge profilometry. The
test samples were finally annealed in a diffusion tube oven, allowed to cool, and then
checked for terminal contact resistance. A simple transmission line model [31] was used
to analyze the results with the following equation describing the relationship between
terminal resistance (R), specific resistance (Rs), contact spacing (d), contact length (L),
contact width (Z), and transfer length (Lt):
R = R(d/Z) + (2LtRs/Z) Coth(L/Lt) (3.4.1)
The transfer length (Lt) denotes the distance between the probe and the edge of the
contact pad and should be taken into account when the contact length is small. The Coth
factor in the second term of 3.4.1 approaches unity, however, when L >> Lt.The
foregoing equation can then be used to determine Rs by plotting the terminal resistance
(R) versus the contact spacing (d). Once Rs is determined, the specific contact resistivity
can then be calculated from the following relation:
Pc = Rs/(L12) (3.4.2)39
The foregoing analysis was done on the test samples and the results shown in the chart on
the following page were used to determine which recipe would be selected.As can be
seen from the chart, both the recipes for the n-ohmics were veryclose in results while the
p- ohmics deviated significantly more.It was therefore decided that the N and P ohmic-I
process recipes would be followed.
TEST pe(S2 cm')
N-ohmic I 7.48 x 10-5
P-ohmic I 2.13 x 10-4
N-ohmic II 7.77 x 10-5
P-ohmic II 8.22 x 10-4
Table 3.4: Test results for specific resistivity of ohmic contacts.
Although other groups have reported much better results for ohmic contacts to
modulation doped GaAs /A1GaAs structures [32], and Si-implanted GaAs [33]; it was felt
the above results were as good as, or better than those obtained under previously similar
conditions.The fact that the aforementioned groups have obtained results for specific
contact resistivity that are two orders of magnitude lower would clearly indicate room for
further process refinement in this area. The final steps in completing the metalization on
the device samples included a deposition of 2500 angstroms of gold to form the bond-
pads, followed by the requisite liftoff procedure with acetone.
3.5Thinning and Cleaving
The goal of this process stage was to reduce the individual 1 x 1 cm wafer-level
samples to individual laser chips. To do this, the sample substrates first had to be thinned
to approximately 80um and then scribed and cleaved into individual lasers from each of40
the 64 replicated patterns that made up a given wafer-level sample.Each of the 64
replicated patterns were 1 mm long and would provide for a number of different cavity
lengths varying from 250um to lmm.
Thinning was done by grinding the GaAs substrates on the surface of a glass plate
immersed in a 600-grade silicon carbide slurry. The initial step was to first mount a given
sample, pattern-side down, onto a 1-inch cylindrical steel puck using black sealing wax. It
was important to make sure the flat surface of the puck was smooth and level, and also
that the layer of sealing wax was thin and uniform.Any asymmetries in the adhesion
would result in non uniform thickness across the sample or, worse yet, could result in a
crack occurring during the grinding action.Once a sample was securely mounted, the
puck/sample combination was placed into the silicon carbide slurry and moved in a circular
pattern across the glass plate.It was important to perform this step on a level surface and
that the weight of the puck was the exclusive source of any downward pressure exerted on
the device sample.Any excess pressure would result in non uniform grinding and
variations in the thickness profile across the surface of the sample.The thickness was
monitored at each corner of the 1 x 1 cm samples (using a microscope) throughout the
grinding process. At a thickness of approximately 100um, the puck/sample was removed
from the SiC slurry and rinsed in DI water. The remaining 20um were then polished off
on filter paper using a 2% bromine in methanol solution. This step is necessary in general
to restore substrate morphology as much as possible and reduce the overall carrier loss
incurred due to surface recombination. When a thickness measurement of 80um or less
was achieved for at least one corner of a given sample, the polishing process was halted,
and the sample removed. Removal was done by re-heating the puck until the wax was of
a "thick tar" consistency and then laterally sliding the sample off the flat surface and into a
warm TCA bath.Great care in handling throughout all subsequent steps that remained
was essential due to the extremely fragile nature of the sample at this point. A final
cleaning procedure was done on the four wafer-level samples with each one subsequently41
being placed in an individual glassine envelope and stored in a 2-inch wafer holder for
protection.
Cleaving was done by first mounting each sample, pattern side up, on a 2" x 2"
piece of "frisking" paper. The frisking paper is a low-tack transparent material that served
as a surface from which the scribing and cleaving could be done.The frisking
paper/sample combination was held using a vacuum stage and subsequent scribe marks
made at the sample edges using a binocular microscope. Each set of patterns was scribed
into bars of 8 devices with varying cavity lengths of 250, 500, 750 and 1000um. The
samples were then rotated 90 degrees and scribed at intervals sufficient to separate the
individual laser devices. Upon completion of the scribing steps, the frisking paper/sample
combination was then held with two hands and pulled longitudinally across a curved table
edge to cleave the individual facets.If done correctly, each cleave would result in 8-
device bars with exposed facets showing a perfect crystalline surface morphology with no
apparent visual defects.The samples were then rotated to cleave in the orthogonal
direction and separate into individual lasers. The finished device-level samples were then
carefully removed from the frisking paper with grounded tweezers.It was at this point
that personal grounding and ESD control measures were invoked so as to minimize the
possible effects of charge transfer and device degradation. It was also of equal importance
to remove the samples in a manner so as not to touch the cleaved facets or the bond-pads.
This meant that the devices had to be picked up with the tweezers either by a gentle
clamping action along the side walls or by a spatula action underneath the polished
substrate.In the end, there were twelve sample carriers containing devices of varying
cavity lengths separated into the four different process configurations of implant activation
time and temperature.42
4. TESTING AND CHARACTERIZATION
4.1Device Packaging
The primary consideration in packaging of semiconductor lasers is to provide an
adequate heat sink whereby thermal energy can be easily dissipated, and to allow a stage
from which the front-facet optical output can freely propagate. This is imperative if actual
device performance capabilities are to be reached and measured, and if realistic
comparisons are to be made with respect to theoretical expectations.
The headers used in analyzing the HEMT-compatible devices produced in this
work correspond to TO-5 headers which are in accordance with the previous procedure
followed by Ebner and Lary. Although these headers are not optimal for achieving good
thermal dissipation, they do provide an complementary means for analyzing a device in a
liquid-nitrogen cryostat when used in conjunction with a (specially-built) mounting jig
shown in the photograph below.
Fig. 4.1: Photograph of mounting jig used for testing in a liquid-nitrogen cryostat.43
Device mounting was done by pressing the leads of a (thoroughly-cleaned)header
flat and securing the header into the mounting stage of theball-wire bonder. The stage
was then heated to approximately145°C so that a very small piece of indium solder could
be melted but not over-heated. The indium was smeared across abroad area of the header
surface and made as smooth and continuous as possible.(This part of the procedure is
very important because any areawhere the device is to be mounted that is not sufficiently
covered with indium will be become a point in which high thermalgradients exist in the
device). Individual devices were then carefully placed and seatedin the smooth pool of
solder so that no damage was done to the facets and so that thedevice was mounted as
flat and parallel as possible to the header surface.This was done (by hand) using a
modified hypodermic needle and acrylic hose to pick up the individualdevice samples via
suction through the tube.It was important in this procedure that the device beinitially
placed such that a small portion of the front-end section extended overthe front edge of
the header. The device could then be slid backwards in a mannerresulting in good front-
facet/header-edge alignment with no indium build-up on the front-facet andlittle residual
build-up on the rear-facet. The desired alignment was achieved usingthe capillary tip of
the ball-wire bonder to hold the device in place while very carefully movingthe mounting
stage to align.
Following device mounting, the stage heat was reduced to approximately120°C
and allowed to stand for a length of time sufficient to achieve a newthermal equilibrium.
The new temperature was adequate in providing good ball-wire bondingcapability while
not allowing the device to move on the header. Wirebonding was initially attempted in
the usually manner where the ball-bond was done on the device bond padand the stitch-
bond to a header post. Many problems were encountered with inadvertentohmic/bond-
pad lifting from the GaAs cap surface (probably due to an inadequatebond-pad thickness).
A reverse technique was thus attempted, (i.e. where the ball bond was done to aheader
post followed by the stitch bond to a device bond-pad ),resulting in much better success.44
4.2Testing Considerations
Device characterization needs to be done in a manner (as much as possible) that
clearly reflects the real changes taking place from variations in empirically controllable
parameters.This is especially important in optical devices where important device
characteristics such as wavelength and lasing threshold are very susceptible to changes in
operating conditions.The observation of wavelength shift due to gain saturation for a
given operating temperature, for example, can readily confirm the nature of the density of
states, (i.e. 2-D or 3-D), for a given device structure.If, however, the device has an
insufficient means for thermal dissipation, the foregoing characteristic may never be
observed.Thermal dissipation is obviously a most important consideration not to be
overlooked. Another point to be considered in device testing is how the laser is driven.
Continuous wave or CW mode operation is preferred over pulsed mode as the output
signal is usually much easier to detect and resolve and. CW driving, though, can result in
the previous problem of unwanted device heating if thermal dissipation is a potential
problem. Pulsed-mode operation can successfully circumvent the foregoing problem with
an appropriate duty cycle (usually 0.1%) but then requires the use of a box-carintegrator
to correctly measure the signal and its wavelength. The drive circuit to the device must
also be considered and should deliver a forward current free of unwanted spikes that can
lead to catastrophic damage from exceedingly high injected current densities at the PN-
junction and optical power densities at the facets. This is especially true for experimental
devices that have un-coated/un-passivated facets which confine more of the emission to
the cavity and lead to an increased growth rate of defects initiating from the facets and
propagating through the active region.This also relates to what is probably the most
important consideration of all; electro-static-discharge or ESD protection.This is very
important as it can easily lead to the foregoing situation and can render abnormal results
than if otherwise avoided. Precautions such as proper grounding of test equipment (and
tester), and anti-static handling procedures should absolutely be followed.45
4.3PL-Spectroscopy
The reduced structure shown in figure-4.2 was fabricated toallow for a relative PL
characterization of the innermost epitaxial layers. Although thischaracterization does not
follow usual guidelines with respect to temperature, it doesgive a clear indication of the
expected photoluminescent nature of the structure at 80K.This is important also because
it can indicate the presence of unwanted impurities that canyield misleading results when
analyzed in terms of the L-I and spectral gain characteristics atthis specific temperature of
operation.
0.05um 10" Si-Doped AloGaoAs
0.02um Undoped GaAs
0.05um 101' Si-Doped Alo Gao As
0.25um Undoped Graded AIGaAs
1.0um Undoped Alo Gao As
0.25um Undoped GaAs Buffer
Semi-Insulating GaAs Substrate
Fig. 4.2: Reduced HEMT-compatible laser diode structure used for PL characterization.
The normalized luminescent intensity of the above structure isshown in figure 4.3 and
shows the clear presence of the undoped GaAs active regionmaterial.The specific
emission peak occurs at approximately 1.5eV corresponding to thebandgap transition,
(Eg=1.506eV), of the undoped GaAs at 80K [16].This is indicative of the nominal46
emission wavelength expected for the active region material without taking into account
bandgap shrinkage that occurs at high injected minority carrier densities [14].
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Fig. 4.3: Photo luminescent spectrum of reduced structure at 80K.
Taking this effect into account leads to an expected bandgap transition of approximately
1.475eV corresponding to X =8382 angstroms.Another important point about the PL
spectrum is that it tells what the expected wavelength of the Si-doped AIGaAs layers
should be if there are any un-ionized donors or acceptors that could give rise to
undesirable parallel conduction through these layers.
4.4I-V Results
The I-V characteristics were initially tested at room temperature to calculate the
terminal resistance of the active region and to determine which samples (if any) could be
operated in a CW mode. A somewhat arbitrarily-chosen value of 3052 was used as a
cutoff for those devices which would be further characterized in this work. Although the
cutoff may seem high, it is not uncommon for commercial semiconductor lasers to exhibit47
terminal resistances on the order of 12-1552 under forward bias. As expected. the best
results were seen for those samples with the longest active regions.This can be seen
below in figure -4.4. Also seen in figure -4.4 is the diode turn-on voltage of approximately
1.4 volts corresponding very nearly to the bandgap of 1.422eV for the GaAs active layer
at 300K with low minority carrier injection. The initial I-V traces were veryencouraging
as the previous results of Ebner and Lary demonstratedforward terminal resistances on
the order of 37052 at 300K; clearly a marked improvement.It was also a somewhat
confirming result for the un-answered question of implant activation.An apparently
sufficient level of activation had been achieved as well as low specific resistivities for the
ohmic contacts.
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Fig. 4.4: 300K I-V traces of 750um PN and NP-samples with (a) 11.752 and (b) 12.752.
The I-V characteristic at 80K was of particular interest as it could (hopefully) give
information about the increased electron mobility realized from the basic design. To do
the necessary tests, a packaged device was mounted in the specially designed "jig";48
secured and sealed in a liquid nitrogen cryostat, and lowered to 80K. Shown below in
figure 4.5 is a sample curve trace from a 750um device exhibiting, very unexpected results.
The curve trace shows a greatly increased turn-on voltage out to 5.6 volts and then a
sudden surge of current that initially went of the vertical scale but assumed a "closer to
expected" I-V curve with a turn-on voltage shifted to about 2.2 volts. The voltage was
slowly reduced to a point where the I-V behavior again became unstable and shifted out to
the previously noted turn-on level.The lowest achievable current level prior to this
instability being resumed was that shown in figure 4.5, (approximately 4mA).
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Fig. 4.5: I-V characteristic for a 750um PN-device at 80K.
The observed I-V behavior of the initial 750um sample was so unusual that further
testing would be done to better understand what effect was taking place and how it could
be accounted for. A series of traces were done on a 250um sample to show what effect
increasing the temperaturefrom 80K would have on the forward I-V behavior.A
progression of the results are shown in figure 4.6.The test was done by lowering the
cryostat temperature to approximately 85K and then discontinuing the flow of liquid49
nitrogen into the cryostat chamber. The first noticeable change began to occur at about
115K where traces were then commenced and taken at approximately every 10K increase
up to 145K. A final trace was done at 180K with further change in the I-Vbehavior
occurring very gradually from that point on.Although these results are discussed in
further detail in chapter-5, it is easily conjectured that there is some kind of electron or
hole trapping or capturing event taking place at the lower temperatures that creates an
apparent barrier effect evidenced by the large turn-on voltage increase in both the 750um
and 250um samples. This effect is very deleterious to the overall performance of the laser
as well as any potential high-speed benefits realized from a future gated structure.It also
posed a significant challenge in testing the various device samples for their L-I
characteristics at cryogenic temperatures. Even though the results shown in figure-4.6
indicate a current surge level on the order of slightly more than 2mA, this may in fact be
an order of magnitude greater than the anticipated threshold level of the laser.This would
result in a big problem when trying to modulate the laser where most pulsed-mode
operation is typically done from a DC current level of about 90-95% of the threshold
level. Further, as eluded to in the previous section, this relatively large onset of forward
current through the homojunction means potentially damaging effects if large carrier
and/or power densities are being realized.Obviously, any potential benefits from the
..
overall structure will be tough to obtain if this characteristic is not greatly reduced or
eliminated.j
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Fig 4.6: I-V traces at (a) 85K. (b) 1I8K, (c) 125K, (d)137K, (e) 145K, and (f) 180K.51
4.5L-I Results
The light-output versus current or L-I test of a laser diode is the most direct
measurement that can be done to determine the threshold current and external quantum
efficiency of the diode. A typical plot exhibits a low-sloped linear region for low drive
levels where the laser is in a spontaneous emission mode of operation; followed by a sharp
increase in slope as the drive level approaches threshold and the laser emission becomes
stimulated.A common method of determining the threshold current from this plot
involves a linear extrapolation of the stimulated region of the L-I curve to the current axis.
The intercept point at zero light output is then called the threshold. The average slope of
the L-I curve over the same region yields the external quantum or "slope" efficiency.
The foregoing test was performed on both NP and PN-device samples for cavity
lengths of 250um, 500um and 750um at 300K and 80K. A linear stabilized current source
capable of delivering a clean DC signal (down to a minimum of 10uA) was used as the
driver.Since it was not known how high (or in this case low) the optical output levels
would be, the use of a power meter with high sensitivity was necessary. Consequently, a
Newport Optics model #840 optical power meter, (with measurement sensitivity down to
the nW range) was borrowed from Spectra-Physics Scanning Systems for the necessary
measurements. The room-temperature or 300K tests were done by mounting a packaged
device in the specially-designed jig with the collimating lens omitted in order to capture
direct front-facet emission. The tests were done by placing a jig-mounted device as close
as possible to the detector (approximately 0.5cm) with the detector surface alignedslightly
off-parallel with respect to the plane of the front facet.This was done to eliminate the
possibility of any reflected light re-entering the cavity of the laser.
The initial test plan was to increment the current by 1mA each time and take a
reading until a rapidly decreasing signal was noticed.This was done in a manner where
the laser was driven only during the time in which the actual measurement was being done.
That is, the current was not left continuously on and merely increased. The goal was to52
allow the device to cool between readings so as to reduce any rapid degradation that can
typically occur with experimental devices where the threshold is not known. This method
would hopefully allow for readings that were consistent from device to device and would
not reflect differences in device mounting where thermal resistance variations would affect
the readings. Figure-4.7 shows the initial results for the NP-devices tested at 300K in a
CW mode.
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Fig. 4.7: CW L-I curves of three different NP-device samples at 300K.
The chart shows all three devices exhibiting (what appear to be) threshold levels on the
order of 3mA or less, and relatively low slope efficiencies ranging from 0.0030 W/A for
the 500um device to 0.0038 W/A for the 250um device (as calculated near the 20uW
output level).It can be readily seen that these results are not entirely consistent with the
relationship between cavity length and gain (given by equation 2.1.2).This is to be
somewhat expected though as these devices did not necessarily come from the same
specific channel or die on the processed chip.Similar results are shown in figure 4.8 for
two PN-devices under the same test conditions.The thresholds again indicate a range on
the order of 3mA or less with slope efficiencies of 0.0049 W/A and 0.0036 W/A for the53
250um and 750um devices respectively. Although the thresholds seem expectedly low for
this structure, the observed slope efficiencies are very poor and correspond more to diodes
exhibiting superradiance and not lasing emission. As is discussed in the next chapter, the
observed relationship between even these exceedingly low quantum efficiencies and the
cavity length, however, is sufficient to obtain useful information about the cavity loss
coefficient (see equation 2.1.13).It also serves as an adequate comparison against the
theoretical calculations for threshold current.
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Fig. 4.8: CW L-I curves of two PN-device samples at 300K.
The next step was to look at the L-I characteristics at cryogenic temperatures.
Thesamples showing the best performance at 300K, (i.e. a 250um PN-device and a
750um PN-device), were chosen for these tests and prepared as before in the specially-
designed jig.It became necessary, however, to use the short-focal-length collimating lens
to help direct the output onto the detector as it was external to the device sample inside
the cryostat. Once installed, the cryostat pressure was reduced and a slow flow of liquid
nitrogen into the chamber was commenced. After the cryostat temperature had reached
its lowest point (approximately 80-85K), a slow current ramp was done on a curve tracer54
to see where the minimum current stability would be (as a result of the surging behavior
observed previously in the I-V tests). A 2mA minimum current stability was observed
and consequently used as the starting point. Current was advanced in the same manner as
before making sure not to leave the devices forward biased between readings. Figure 4.9
shows a comparison between the two samples tested.
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Fig. 4.9: CW L-I curves of 250um and 750um PN-devices at 85K.
Although still exhibiting a rather low output efficiency, both devices showed dramatic
improvement from the performance seen at 300K (as expected).The 250um device
showed a 165% minimum increase to 0.013 W/A while the 750um sample showed an even
greater improvement of 211% to 0.011 W/A. The term "minimum increase" is used here
because the foregoing efficiencies were measured between the drive levels of 30 and
50mA.This was done because the output showed some instability in the lower drive
levels near 5mA for both samples and resulted in difficult determination of a slope
efficiency.It should also be pointed out that there was considerable loss through the
collimating lens and the window of the cryostat and undoubtedly affected the results since
the power levels detected were so low. To get a better idea of what was going on near55
the perceived threshold of 3mA, the current source was ramped from 10uA to 2mA.The
results shown in figure 4.10 show (what appears to be) a pseudo-lasing threshold near
300uA. A rough theoretical calculation shows that a nominal threshold value of the order
of lmA should be achievable assuming a photon conversion efficiency
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Fig. 4.10: CW L-I results at 85K for a 250um PN-device under low-level drive.
of 0.1, maximum confinement factor of 0.05 and a loss coefficient of 100cm-1 (see
equation2.1.6).This is due to the transverse nature of the device where the injected
carrier flux and current density is determined by the thickness (= 0.02um) of the active
region material and not the width (=< 10um) of the ohmic contact. The instability seen in
the output as the device begins to increase its radiance near "threshold", is again evidence
of a carrier trapping effect taking place due to the operating temperature of 85K. As with
the I-V results, a more in-depth analysis will be done in the following chapter.
4.6Spectral Gain Results
The longitudinal mode characteristicsat 85K and room-temperature were
investigated for the various PN and NP-device samples discussed in the previous sections.
The tests were done to determine the peak emission wavelength and the spectral half-56
width of the dominant longitudinal mode.This information would readily tell if the
devices were functioning as lasers with dominant longitudinal modes and spectral widths
on the order of a few angstroms, or if they were merelysuper-luminescent with relatively
broad spectral widths. As in the previous two sections, a detailed discussion of the results
presented here will be done in chapter-5.
Signaldetection was done usingaPrincetonApplied Researchphase-
detector/lock-in amplifier and a 0.5-meter Jarell-Ash monochrometer coupled to an S-1
photomultiplier tube (or PMT) cooled to -80°C. Each mounted sample was aligned and
secured in the cryostat so that a maximum amount of light was coupled into the
spectrometer. Alignment was typically a rather tedious procedure, except in the caseof
the room-temperature tests where the front-window of the cryostat could be left open.
This part was very important not just to obtain a maximum signal, (i.e. very low signals of
off-axis spontaneous emission could easily be detected with a low enough sensitivity on
the phase detector), but moreover to be assured that the coupled emission was the most
directional possible as it was expected to have the greatest coherence.A hand-held
infrared viewer was necessary during this procedure.
Initial testing was done at large relative apertures on both the entrance and exit
slits of the spectrometer to accommodate signal detection, especially for the low device
drive current levels.As beam alignment became better, the slits could be narrowed to
improve resolution with a requisite increase in either detector sensitivity or PMT voltage.
In most cases, relatively high PMT voltages (800-1100 volts) were necessary to obtain
sufficient signal gain at correspondingly small slit widths (approximately 150um). Very
slow scan speeds of 50 angstroms per minute were also used to insure maximum
resolution capability over broad spectral ranges.
Lock-in phase matching was done manually by adjusting for a zero-signal
minimum and offsetting by 90° to obtain a signal maximum. Phase matching proved to be
an interesting task if the device was operated CW at room temperature with the beam57
chopped. The heat-sinking, (which was marginal at best), allowed the device to slowly
increase in operating temperature thereby shifting the emission peak to higher wavelengths
while the phase matching was being attempted.It was thus decided to pulse the device
samples to at least stabilize the operating temperature during measurement.
The normalized results for the 250um PN-device sample tested in the previous
section are shown in figure 4.11. The sample was operated in a pulsed mode using a TEK
pulse generator set to 1KHz at a 50% duty cycle for the room-temperature tests, while the
tests at 85K were done in a CW mode with the beam chopped at a frequency of 1KHz.
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Fig. 4.11: Spectral gain curves at 85K and 300K for a 250um PN-device driven at 10mA.
The results show a very broad spectrum, (approximately 8nm), even at 85K, indicating
that the device is most likely super-luminescent and not reaching a lasing state.As
evidenced by the formation of several small peaks on each side of the central maximum, it
does appear that some longitudinal modes are beginning to form. An analogous chart for
the 750um PN-device under the same test conditions is shown in figure-4.12.58
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Fig. 4.12: Spectral gain curves at 85K and 300K for a 750um PN-device driven at 10mA.
The results again show a spectral width on the order of 8nm but this time the peak is
shifted to a slightly lower energy at approximately 848nm. This shift appears in both the
85K and room-temperature tests signifying the possible effects of joule-heating. There is
also the presence of a small secondary peak at 860nm in the 85K plot which is not
previously seen in the 250um results.Further, the room-temperature results for the
250um device show a high-energy roll-off (to 10% signallevel) occurring over
approximately 35nm while the 750um sample shows a much sharper roll-off of about
10nm to the same signal level.
To further investigate the gain-current behavior of the various devices, a 500um
PN-device and the preceding 250um PN-device were tested at 85K under varying levels of
operating current. The normalized results for both devices are shown in figure-4.13.In
both cases, the peak wavelength shifts to correspondingly lower energies as the operating
current is increased. This would seem to run contrary to the theoretical discussion in
chapter-2 where we should expect to see the peaks shift to higher energies (or shorter
wavelengths) as the devices are driven with higher operating currents.The foregoing
scenario seems most plausible with a homojunction model.0.9
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A quantum well model, however, could certainly explain the spectral distributions shown
on the previous pages. Specifically, increasing the injected current would only contribute
further to the gain at its peak due to the two-dimensional density of states.This is of
course not the case in the 3-D system where there is a continuum of states leading to a
forward shift in the gain curve as higher-energy states are occupied in the conduction band60
(and corresponding low-energy states in the valence band). The results also demonstrate
the analogous effects of localized carrier heating taking place for drive levels in excessof
(at least) lmA. This can lead to bandgap renormalization which would also explain the
broadening that can be seen in the spectral distributions as the drive current is increased.
The 2-D model will be addressed in better detail in the following chapter where the results
from the previous sections will be analyzed and compared with theoretical predictions.61
5. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF RESULTS
This chapter compares the observed results from the L-I and spectral gain data
against the predictions based on both a simple homojunction model and a two-dimensional
quantum well model. Data from the I-V plots is used to calculate the dV/dI characteristics
at 300K which yield valuable information about the combined series resistance ofthe
parallel GaAs and A1GaAs junctions and the important "n" factor (from the Shockley
equation Mo[eqVainia - 1]).The analysis also yields information about the separation of
the quasi-Fermi levels under forward bias and the reverse saturation current.The
importance of the confinement factor in obtaining low levels of threshold current density is
addressed along with a comparison of the present structure to the original design in terms
of the transverse mode control. Finally, the problems seen in the low-temperature results
are discussed with respect to obtaining better charge transferfrom the Si-doped A1GaAs
layers and eliminating the presence of deep level traps giving rise to the phenomena of
persistent photo conductivity.
5.1Theoretical Comparisons
Probably the most pertinent comparisons to make in determining the functional
performance of the HEMT-compatible device are the threshold current, peak wavelength,
and the I-V characteristics.These comparisons are important not only to answering the
question of whether the device is lasing or not, but moreover to determine the dimensional
behavior of the device and the quality of the non-epitaxial PN-junction.Although the
development in chapter-2 covers (in reasonable detail) the expected threshold current
characteristics of a basic homojunction laser, there is little attention paid to the 2-
dimensional nature of the density of states that exists on the {111}A or {111}B planes
and how this may affect the gain coefficient which is an integral part of the derivation for
J.Further, the expected peak wavelength is approached strictly from a bandgap62
transition point of view, (including renormalization due to temperature and high-level
minority carrier densities), and does not take into account the possibility of discrete energy
levels that may exist in either a triangular or rectangular quantum well.
5.2I-V Analysis
A current-voltage analysis was initially done to determine the forward series
resistance (Rs), reverse saturation current (Ia), ideality factor (n), and the junction voltage
(V) at various levels of excitation for both NPN and PNP configurations. As outlined in
chapter-2, the desired information about the reverse saturation current and the ideality
factor can be readily determined by looking at the Log(I) versus Va relationship from the
forward I-V characteristic near the diode turn-on voltage. The forward series resistance
can be determined by looking at the I-V characteristic data above the turn-on voltage.
This was done for active region lengths of 250um, 500um, and 750um for each of the two
configurations and the results are as follows:
CONFIGURATION LENGTH(um) n Rs(c2) In
NPN 250 2.28 22.34 2.81 x 1042
NPN 500 2.73 20.03 4.52 x 10-14
NPN 750 6.65 11.90 6.32 x 10-9
PNP 250 3.34 25.61 8.12 x 10-11
PNP 500 5.66 13.64 1.09 x 10-8
PNP 750 5.72 7.60 7.9 x 10-9
Table 5.1: Calculated I-V characteristics from results data.
The series resistance for the 750um devices is (as expected) the lowest for both
configurations due to the larger contact and junction cross-sectional areas.The larger63
cross-sectional junction area of the longer cavity devices also helps to average out the
effects resulting from process and growth variations that can lead to non-ideal diode
characteristics.This can be evidenced from the decreasing values of both the ideality
factor and reverse saturation current with increasing device length.The ideality factors
clearly reflect non-ideal junction properties that were (somewhat) expected based on the
non-epitaxial formation of the pn-junctions.Typical ideality factors for GaAs/AlGaAs
diodes vary between 1 and 2 under high-level injection conditions.
The reverse saturation current values can be used to determine approximately what
the below-threshold injected minority electron density is based on the expression for Io in
equation 2.1.16. As was eluded to in section 2.1, the injected minority carrier electrons
should dominate the device drive current at all temperatures due to their intrinsically-
higher mobility.The expression from 2.1.16 should therefore be modified to read:
Io = kTAni2hir/LnNA + piT/LpND] kTAni2i_tn/LnNA = AptikTnpiL (5.1.1)
In the above expression, L refers to the minority carrier diffusion length; which can be
determined based on the previous discussion in chapter-2. We know that the active region
thickness corresponds to either the distance over which electrons will diffuse into the p-
side of the homojunction before recombining, or the separation between adjacent NP and
PN junctions formed on the (111)A or B planes, whichever is less.These distances can
be expressed in quantitative terms as:
Ldiff = [Detej112 = [1.1.nkireknii2 andLiuncti. = detch/sinfl (5.1.2)
where ddiff is the active region thickness based on an electron diffusion length limit and
Liunction is the active region thickness based on a junction separation limit. In 5.1.2, Simi) is
determined from the angle between the (100) and 111}A or B planes. Calculation of the64
value based on the junction-separation limit yields L=4.3um while calculation for the
diffusion-limited case yields L=4.7um; where T=300K, 1..tn=8500 cm2N.Sec, and Te=lnSec
(for I < Id), were used. The following values were thus determined using the junction-
separation limit for the below-threshold injected minority carrier electron densities:
CONFIGURATION LENGTH (um) ne (cm-3)
NPN 250 1.19 x 109
NPN 500 9.53 x 106
NPN 750 8.88 x 1011
PNP 250 3.42 x 1010
PNP 500 2.30 x 1012
PNP 750 1.11 x 1012
Table 5.2: Below-threshold charge densities for injected minority-carrrier electrons.
These values are strictly valid for the below-threshold condition where the high-level
carrier injection associated with the transparency current has not yet taken place.Direct
calculation of the above-threshold injected minority carrier densities is of course not valid
using the foregoing theoretical development since low-level injection is tacitly assumed to
begin with and does not take into account photon-carrier interactions.The results can
give, however, an indication as to the relative L-I characteristics for each of the samples
tested in the above-threshold regime.
5.3L-I Analysis
The goal of this section is to compare the calculated and empirical values for the
threshold current. Equations 2.1.7 and 2.1.8 from chapter-2 can be combined to give an
expression for the threshold level based on a simple homojunction model:65
Ith = AI [87cqn2E2AEd/c2Will [a + (1/0 ln( 1/R)] + J.}eTrro (5.1.3)
where the parameters in the above equation are defined as follows:
A :The cross-sectional area of the recombination region.
n :The refractive index of the GaAs active region ( =3.59).
E :The transition energy associated with the spontaneous emission
wavelength of the active region material ( = 1.3905 eV @ 300K,
1.4735 eV @ 85K).
AE : The spontaneous emission half-width ( = 0.06 eV nominally).
c :The free-space velocity of light ( = 2.98 x 1010 cm/sec).
h :Planck's constant ( = 4.136 x 1015 eV.sec).
:The photon conversion efficiency ( ideally assumed to be 1.0).
I' :The mode confinement factor ( assumed . 0.1).
a :The distributed loss coefficient (assumed to be10/cm for GaAs).
Q:The device cavity length.
R :The reflectivity for uncoated GaAs facets ( = 0.3).
J.: The nominal transparency current density ( = 5kA/cm2 @ 300K,
20kA/cm2 @ 85K).
T. :The characteristic temperature for GaAs/AlGaAs lasers ( 110K).
Table 5.3: Parameters listing for threshold current calculations.
The values used for the distributed loss coefficient (a), transition energy (E) and
associated spontaneous emission half-width (AE), were taken from the previous work of
Casey and Panish [16].Values for the nominal current density and characteristic
temperature were taken from Sze [14]. For a 250um device operating at 300K and 85K,
calculations yieldI,1,= 3.4mA and 1.6mA respectively. This is in very good agreement
with the previous theoretical prediction by Ebner and Lary. Comparison of these values
with the results in figures 4.7 and 4.8 show reasonably good agreement at 300K. The
results at 85K shown in figures 4.9 and 4.10, however, appear somewhat inconclusive.
Although the result obtained for the 250um PN device is lower than the other samples,
there is some concern due to the poor optimization of the electronic characteristics of the66
device. Overall, the empirical results at both temperatures tend to be slightly lower than
predicted in spite of the very poor conversion efficiency.This is partly related to the
instability of the light output experienced during the L-I measurements at 85K operation.
As was previously shown from the I-Vcharacterisitcs in chapter-4, low temperature
operation resulted in a large increase in the diode turn-on voltage followed by a large
forward surge in current through the device at turn-on.
The foregoing problem of poor operating characteristics in 2-D GaAs/AlGaAs
devices at cryogenic temperatures has been addressed by several groups [34], [35], [36],
and was shown to be associated with a phenomenon known as persistent photo
conductivity centers or PPCs. As the operating temperature is lowered, electrons that
would ordinarily be elevated to unfilled states in the Al GaAs conduction band become
trapped by deep-level donor-complex or DX centers. Baba et. al. [35] hypothesised that
these centers arise from the coexistance of Al and Si or AI and Ga in the AIGaAs regions
immediately surrounding the active region since PPC is usually observed in AIGaAs and
not GaAs. The energy required to "pump" the trapped electrons back into the conduction
band increases on the order of several tens of meV with decreasing temperature, resulting
in an increase in the diode turn-on voltage which was shown in the previous I-V results in
chapter-4. As soon as spontaneous emission begins, a large forward current begins to
flow since the energy released in these transitions is more than sufficient to elevate the
trapped electrons into the AlGaAs conduction band very quickly (i.e. on the order of the
average above-threshold carrier lifetime which is about 10psec). The fact that the total
light output remains relatively low at 85K suggests that PPCs are only partly accountable
for the reduction in L-I and I-V characteristics and that deep-level traps (not associated
with the PPC effect) may exist with an appreciable density.The reduced light output
could also be related to the distributed cavity loss arising from interfacial states and active
region impurities incurred during the epitaxial growth and subsequent processing; and
interface loss at the cleaved facets.67
The relationship between the observed differential or "slope" efficiency of a given
device and it's corresponding cavity length can be used to calculate the distributed loss
coefficient cc. From equation 2.1.15, a plot of 1/i,, versus C yields a line whose slope can
be used to calculate the loss coefficient quite readily.The L-I results from the previous
chapter yield calculated results of a=10.6/cm and 17.5/cm for the PN and NP
configurations respectively.These are in good agreement with the assumed value of
a=10/cm used in the previous calculations for the threshold current. The fact that these
results depend only on the differential change in conversion efficiency as the cavity length
is varied makes this calculation especially useful and convenient. The rather low values
for the actual slope efficiencies can be partially explained in that we are measuring output
from devices with uncoated facets. The relative slope difference between the spontaneous
and stimulated emission regimes of the L-I characteristics would be expected to remain the
same however and suggests that further work is need to increase theinjected electron and
hole concentrations in the GaAs active region.
5.4Spectral Analysis
One question initially addressed in the theoretical development of chapter-2 had to
do with the expected emission wavelength (at both room temperature and 77K), and the
respective spectral widths at those operating temperatures.The theory previously
developed was based on a simple homojunction model with band-to-band transitions
giving rise to the observed emission wavelengths. Little or no quantization effects arising
from the 2-D density of states existing on the {111}A or B planes were expected since the
injected minority carrier electrons would be traveling in a direction relatively parallel to the
hetero-interfaces. Recalling equation 2.1.20:
E
geff
(eV) = 1.519 - 5.405 x 104 T2/(204 + T) -1.6 x10-8(p13 + n13)68
where T is the operating temperature, and p and n are the injected hole and electron
densities respectively.This equation predicts the nominal peak transition wavelength
taking into account the operating temperature and any bandgap renormalization due to
high-level carrier injection. A plot of the this equation was done to show the effects of
bandgap renormalization and temperature on the expected transitions for GaAs.
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Fig. 5.1: Band-to-band transition curves for a GaAs active region.
Curve-A in figure 5.1 shows the relationship between the junction operating temperature
and the expected emission wavelength ignoring the last term in equation 2.1.20 which
takes into account bandgap renormalization.This curve is consistent with the results
previously obtained by Ebner and Lary where it was concluded that a very low injected
minority carrier density was present. Curve-B includes the last term and shows the effects
of bandgap renormalization where the transition wavelength is predicted at 80K for a total
injected carrier density that varies from 10'7 to 1019/cm3.Curves C and D show the
analogous renormalizationeffectsat junction temperatures of 300K and 310K
respectively. Of course, the applicability of these curves to the present case assumes a
carrier density of the order of the threshold carrier density.Based on the predicted69
threshold current values of 3.4mA and 1.6mA for a 250um device at 300K and 85K
respectively, the threshold carrier densities are both of the order of 1019/cm3. (or
equivalently, 2.5.1011/cm2 in surface charge density for a 2-D electron gas). At this carrier
density, the predicted wavelengths at 300K and 85K are approximately 910nm and 851nm
respectively.The empirical results from figure-4.11 show wavelength peaks at 839nm
and 885nm for a 250um device at 85K and 298K respectively, which would seem to
indicate a below-threshold carrier density even at a 10mA operating current.These
wavelengths correspond to carrier densities more on the order of 2x1018/cm3 based on the
theoretical curves shown in figure 5.1.
Another point of interest in the gain curves from chapter-4 is the spectral half-
width. Lasers exhibiting normal operating characteristics typically have spectral widths on
the order of a nanometer or less which usually indicates strongly coherent emission. Such
is not the case, however, with the samples tested here. As can be seen from the results,
most of the curves exhibit spectral widths on the order of 7nm at an operating current of
1 mA and increases with increasing drive current. This could be attributed to poor device
mounting on the headers leading to improper heat sinking and subsequent joule heating at
the junction.It is also possible, however, that the broadening is caused by a gain
saturation taking place due to an insufficient number of available hole states on the
{111}A or B planes where the p-type materialisdependent on the amphoteric
characteristics of the silicon dopant.It is well known that the mobility of holes at
cryogenic temperatures is not nearly of the same order as that of electrons.Obviously,
this could further reduce the total electron-hole pairs available for recombination at low
temperatures. It is beleived, in fact, that this is ultimately the single most-limiting factor in
the theoretical function of the device. Much of the problem seen in the broad nature of
the spectral results, however, can be linked to the hypothesized issue of poor charge
transfer from the Si-doped Al GaAs regions.Clearly, if the devices only reach electron-
hole-pair densities sufficient for LED operation, then the results should appear as they do.70
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This final chapter reviews the design, fabrication and characterization for a second-
design iteration of a HEMT-compatible laser diode structure.The primary goal of
obtaining a lasing device by improving the optical confinement is examined with respect to
the overall improvement in device performance and process compatibility.Specific
changes in processing are examined in terms of their effectiveness at improving the L-I
characteristics along with short summaries of the intervening problems.Suggestions for
further testing and characterization of the second-design samples are outlined along with
design changes for a third iteration.
6.1Second-Design Review
The second-iteration of a GaAs/AlGaAs HEMT-compatible laser diode structure
was designed, fabricated, and characterized.An initial characterization of the device
samples produced from the previous work of Drs. John Ebner and Jennifer Lary was done
and showed that the device operating characteristics were unsuitable for CW-mode
operation at room temperature (e.g. a series resistance on the order of 30052).It was
concluded that threshold gain was not being achieved due to poor optical confinement in
the transverse direction and that a large series resisitance was contributing to unwanted
joule heating. A goal was henceforth formulated to optimize, as much as possible, the
second design in terms of these two major deficiencies.
A one-dimensional model of the transverese mode characteristics was initially done
[23] on the first design to determine if the basic device structure could support (at least) a
fundamental mode of propagation.This was found not to be the case and it was
consequently decided to persue a more symmetric design by using a GRINSCH structure.
It was believed that as much material as possible should be utilized in designing the doped
and graded regions above the active layer in order to achieve the maximum confinement in71
the transverse direction. In addition, the series resistance needed to be reduced in order to
operate the laser in a CW mode. The incorporation of ion implants was chosen as the best
means for achieving this.It was felt that diffusion would not allow the control in the
lateral direction necessary to achieve repeatable results in terms of contacting the active
region areas on the {111}A and B planes. The maximum projected range of the heaviest
ion (approximately 3500 angstroms for Si in A1GaAs) was used to establish the maximum
allowable material thickness used for the confinement layers grown above the active
region. This is where the primary trade-offs were made in terms of the proposed HEMT
"compatibility". Clearly the proximity of the active region (or in this case channel) to the
surface was compromised and requires another design iteration to integrate the HEMT
portion of the device. This should defenitely be done since it is the high-speed benefits of
the device that make it potentially attractive for commercial applications.
The problems that resulted from the use of ion implants during the processing
were, for the most part, unforseen. This area provided many a learning experiencewhich
led to one firm conclusion: don't pursue ion implanting without the necessary equipment
to easilly perform dry etching as needed.Further, the "learning curve" involved in
obtaining an optimized implant activation process specific to this device was formidable
and clearly requires much more work than was allowed for in this project.There are
several unanswered questions that remain from this part of the work the foremost of which
is:what level of activation was reached in both P- and N-implant areas? The empirical
results from the I-V characteristics of the finished devices suggests that it is "sufficient".
However, a quantitative value that can be associated with "sufficient" has not been
determined.This particular area of the processing could easilly be developed into a
graduate-level project in and of itself.
A great deal of time was spent on the development of good ohmic contacts. Two
"recipes" were followed to find out which one would consistently produce the lowest
values of specific contact resistivity.The net results from the samples tested showed72
series resistance values well below the maximum target of 30Q (which represented a
greater than factor of 10 decrease from that previously measured in the first design).It is
unclear, however, as to which of three possible factors is the most limiting in the measured
results:the degree of implant activation; the level of specific contact resistivity; and (as
yet addressed) the limited hole concentration at the homojunction of the device.
In general, the results seem to indicate an apparent threshold current level near the
that predicted from theory. The theoretical development was based primarly on the earlier
work of Casey and Panish [16] and utilized a pseudo-one-dimensional approach in
determining the optical confinement factor.It is believed that the use of a GRINSCH
strucure along with the aforementioned ideas of using ion implants and optimizing the
ohmic contact resistivityall helped contribute to the threshold results seen.The
exceedingly low slope efficiency seen in the L-I curves for nearly all the devices would
suggest that one (or perhaps both) of the injected minority carrier concentrations is pinned
and not reaching the desired level of near degeneracy. Further evidence of this is seen in
the I-V characteristics as temperature is varied from 80K to 300K. The PPC effect is
readilly seen at temperatures near the point where maximum electron mobility is expected
for GaAs active layers.This would suggest the presence of DX centers that are
contributing to a "freeze out" of electrons under otherwise normal operating voltages at
these low temperatures. A possible solution to the forgoing problem is suggested in the
next section where a third design is put forth and briefly discussed.
6.2Future Work
There are several major areas that should be considered for further device
improvement in subsequent project iterations.These areas are aimed at improving the
overall device performance and in particular the light output and switching capabilities of
the "laser".It would be advisable to approach any subsequent designs through the efforts
of four seperate but concurrent (master's level) projects, or a single (phD) work. The73
suggested areas would be as follows.
(1)Optimization of the ion-implant process.
(2)Maximization of the acceptor concentration on the { 111}A and B planes.
(3)Elimination of anomalous PPC and carrier freeze-out effects at 77K.
(4)Integration of N-channel gate on {100} faces for HEMT switching.
As mentioned in chapter-3, the optimization of ion-implants could easilly comprise a single
work in and of itself.Although it appears that a much improved level of parallel
conduction was achieved in this design, it is not clear what actual level of activation was
reached on either the P or N sides.Specific attention should be paid to understanding
whether a simultaneous or sequential activation of P and N implants should be used. Also,
the effects of lateral straggle during the Be-implants on the {111}A and B faces relative to
the proximity of the lateral homojunction is not well understood.
Maximization of the P-carrier concentration is another area that was taken
somewhat for granted and never studied in depth. It is entirely possible that an acceptable
level of photon conversion efficiency may never be reached due to the saturation of holes
available for recombination. This could arise either through the intrinsically limited hole
mobility or a lack of sufficient hole density to begin with.It would be prudent, for
example, to understand what the maximum attainable hole density is on the {111}A or B
GaAs faces in the active region relative to a maximum limited value of 1018/cm3 electron
density on the {100} GaAs faces. Further, the mobilities should be determined for various
carrier densities to optimize the total hole density available for recombination at 77K.
The elimination of anomalous PPC effects associated with carrier freeze-out is
imperative if the desired switching capabilities are to be realized.These effects were
mentioned in the foregoing section and discussed in chapter-5.It has been cited in [35]
that these effects result from donor-complex or DX centers typically formed in doped
AlGaAs but never in bulk GaAs. The authors in [35] postulated that the PPC center could
be eliminated by the spatial seperation of either Al and Si, or Al and Ga.Their work74
confirmed this hypothesis in a two-fold manner showing that the PPC center concentration
could be reduced by the spatial seperation of Al and Ga while the deep level concentration
could be reduced by the seperation of Al and Si. They were able to achieve this significant
result by growing an AlAs/n-GaAs superlattice as shown below.
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Fig. 6.1: AlAs/n-GaAs superlattice from [35].
This type of configuration would lend itself well to the task of forming Si-doped regions
15 Angs.
about the acive layer where an effective bandgap could be tailored in such a way as to
preserve the formation of the 2-D electron gas at the (proposed) AlAs/GaAs interface.
The present design, which calls for a 500 angstrom Si-doped AlGaAs region followed by a
0.2um undoped graded A1GaAs region about the active layer, could be equivalently
achieved by using an appropriate superlattice scheme for each of the doped and graded
A1GaAs regions.Relative bandgap and band-edge differences could be maintained by
calculating the necessary thicknesses of the AlAs and n-GaAs regions such that the
effective bandgaps of the doped and graded regions would yield the necessary offsets
called for in the present configuration. A thorough coverage of [35] should precede any
work in this area to understand the exact growth parameters and conditions used to
achieve the desired superlattice.75
Integration of an N-gate into the next design could be done by moving the ohmic
contact area (laterally) away from the { 111}A or B faces such that sufficient room would
be allowed for a Shottky contact. An additional mesa etch would be required since the
contact-to-channel (or in this case the active region) proximity should be of the order of a
few hundred angstroms.The necessary etch would be approximately 2800 angstroms
from the surface resulting in a 200 angstrom thickness between the gate and the upper-
most doped superlattice region, and a 740 angstrom proximity to the active region. A
proposed structure is illustrated in the final figure below.
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Fig. 6.2: Next-iteration HEMT design concept.76
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